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GT6

1995 MG RV8
1964 MGOC MGB
Roadster

1973 MGB V8

1973 MGB
GT V8

Modified MGBs
1966-2012
MGB LE50

To celebrate the MGB’s
50th birthday, we’ve
brought together six
uprated examples.
John Simister finds
out which is best

H

alf a century old. But the
MGB is no relic in this
anniversary year. Every part
is available new, fine
examples are easy to buy and the things
people do to them to make them better
have never been honed to a higher pitch.
So here we have a collection of the
upgrade possibilities. MG RV8 is not the
only V8-engined B among our six
participants. We also have two GTs, one

of them the original production V8, the
other an interpretation of an ultimate GT
with the look of a Sebring-style race car.
A different sort of ultimate GT is the
LE50 from Frontline Developments. Then
there’s a B GT in Russet brown, exhumed
from the toy store of our own Sam
Glover. And finally… an MGB in broadly
the form that Syd Enever, Don Hayter
and the other original creators intended.
Now let’s see what these cars can do. ➽
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MGOC Spares
Roadster

Owner
Chris Bentley ‘The engine’s done 70,000 miles, so be nice to
it,’ says MGOC Spares sales and marketing director Chris
Bentley. The MG bug runs in the family; Chris is the nephew of
club founder Roche Bentley. ‘We’ve owned BFL since 1979 and
we’ve used it as a testbed for the club’s products. It got a major
restoration in 1994 and it has been on the go ever since. Find
out more about the car’s mods at www.mgocspares.co.uk.

tech specs
n 2.1-litre engine with Kent fast-road camshaft
n SU HS6 carbs, over 100bhp at wheels
n Ford Type 9 five-speed gearbox
n Balljoint front suspension
n Koni telescopic dampers
n Power steering
n Aftermarket upgrade cost: £12k

A

n MGB generally has a B-series
engine. However, this well-travelled
black machine is the only one here
still with B-series power. The engine is bored
out a little, and the longer-stroke crankshaft
is nitrided for strength. Other mods include
a Kent 718 fast-road camshaft, a polished
and ported stage two-cylinder head,
mapped one-two-three electronic ignition
and a pair of 1¾in SU HS6 carburettors with
ram pipes and K&N filters.
Sounds promising so far, with 100bhp
recorded at the rear wheels as a hefty
improvement over the standard 1798cc
engine’s 94bhp at the flywheel. That
enhanced power is channelled through a
Ford Type 9 five-speed gearbox, so no more
need for an overdrive, and on to a rear axle
whose movements are damped not by
ancient lever-arms but by a pair of
telescopic Konis. What else? Polyurethane
suspension bushes, 15in centre lock KN
Minator wheels with 185/65 Yokohama
tyres, various cosmetic enhancements –
and the MGOC Evolution 3 front suspension.
Take note, all you haters of kingpins: here
is a modern version of the original doublewishbone layout, now with proper upper and
lower balljoints and, again, Koni dampers...
supplied as a complete package, grease
nipples are history.
And finally, meet the MGOC’s hydraulic
power steering conversion, using parts
originally intended for Peugeots and
Citroëns. It requires a bit of bracket-welding
on the front crossmember unless you have
an MGC in which case it all bolts straight in.
Phew. That’s a lot of lovely new stuff.
Does it all work?
There’s a reassuring familiarity about the
way this B fires up and burbles off down the
track with that characteristically deep,
boomy note. I remember it well from the
Teal Blue 1972 B I used to own back in
1979, sporting a pair of new outer sills
inexpertly welded on by me. A seven-yearold car needing new sills… shocking, really.
Fundamentally, the MGOC testbed feels
like an MGB which has been properly
developed beyond what the factory could
afford to do at the time.
The bad parts have been banished,
leaving the good parts to shine more
brightly. The engine pulls smoothly and with
useful vigour, and the suspension works
fluently without the lever-arm dampers’
choppiness. Small movements are
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accommodated rather than resisted, large
ones are more tightly controlled. And the
steering? The power assistance is wellenough judged for you not be aware of it,
except when manoeuvring at low speeds
with an ease unexpected in an MGB. It’s
accurate and you can still feel proper forces
through the steering wheel when you need

them. Good telescopic dampers, a welldeveloped power-steering system and
some useful extra urge: give your MGB
these vital enhancements and you’ll love it
forever. And if your overdrive is giving
trouble, go for the new gearbox as well –
especially if, like this car, the original ’box
had no first-gear synchromesh.

BFL 190B has been
used as an MGOC
testbed since 1979.

‘Give your MGB vital enhancements like telescopic
dampers and power steering and you’ll love it forever’

MGB GT V8
tech specs
n MG’s official response to aftermarket V8
conversions
n Range Rover 3.5-litre V8 with 137bhp via twin SUs
n All-aluminium engine weighs less than B-series
n Just as the factory made it apart from:
n Lumenition electronic ignition
n MGOC parabolic rear springs
n Aftermarket upgrade cost: £450

H

ere is the most factory-standard of
our cars, although modified from
the original MGB idea because it has
British Leyland’s own take on fitting a Rover
V8 engine. Curiously, the factory went for
the low-power, Range Rover state of tune,
but 137bhp is still plenty for a relatively
light MGB GT.
It’s a late-1973 chrome-bumper car
whose only modifications are a Lumenition
electronic ignition system and a new pair of
two-leaf parabolic rear springs from the MG
Owners’ Club. The ‘parabolic’ part describes
the profile of the leaves, which are thick
where they’re clamped to the axle in the
middle but taper down to thin-ness at the
ends, like Lancia’s leaf springs used to do.
The MGOC version also keeps the two
leaves separated from each other except at
the middle, obviously, and at the ends
where the lower leaf touches the underside
of the upper leaf’s eyes which retain the
bushes. The idea is to reduce inter-leaf
friction and give a properly linear spring
rate without the initial resistance to
movement that can give a leaf-sprung
car such a choppy ride.
They are meant to be used with
telescopic dampers which are better able
than lever arms to damp small, rapid
suspension movements; with the lever arms
that micro-damping happens, at the back,
mainly within the standard high-friction leaf
springs themselves. However, our GT V8 still
has its lever arms – I await my drive with a
little trepidation.
You might expect its tail to feel a little
sub-optimal, and it does. The motion is

‘This is as lovely an MGB GT
V8 as I have ever experienced.
Relaxed and torquey
and a thoroughly
grand tourer’

This MGB has the
Range Rover’s
light V8 engine.

Owner

Peter
Cousins
‘It was built in
September
1973 and
I bought it in
November
2004,’ says
Peter. ‘It was in
sound condition
but I got the MG
Owners’ Club workshop to replace the
bonnet, front wings and tailgate and
respray the whole car. Clive Wheatley is
the great MG V8 guru and he supplied
the wheels. His website (www.
v8register.com) is well worth a look.’

slightly unsettled, the lever arms move with
little resistance until suddenly the damping
engages, and as you turn into a fast bend
you can feel the B GT leaning diagonally
onto its outside rear wheel as the supple
spring compresses.
This motion brings on a tightening of the
trajectory – ‘roll oversteer’ to be technical
about it – which is usual in a leaf-sprung B
but not normally to this degree. It’s not
really a problem; it’s actually quite good fun,
but you need to be ready with the steering
correction should you need to decelerate in
a corner. Otherwise this is as lovely an MGB
GT V8 as I have ever experienced. Relaxed
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and torquey and a thoroughly grand tourer.
The noise is poetic and powerful – it really
makes you smile.
The cliché says it’s a poor man’s Aston
Martin, but I prefer to think of it as the
clever alternative that doesn’t force a
mortgaging of the family silver. This car’s
reconditioned overdrive engages as
smoothly and as promptly as you could
wish, and once you’re moving the lack of
power assistance in the precise steering
isn’t really a snag. The fact that a V8 engine
weighs less than a B-series helps here. Give
this car a set of decent telescopic dampers
and it would be absolutely fabulous.
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MG RV8

‘Nick Smallwood’s Sebring evocation
is one of the most ambitious
home-built projects we’ve seen’

tech specs

n Early-1990s relaunch of MG sports cars
n Popular in Japan
n Fuel-injected 3.9-litre V8, 190bhp
n Five-speed gearbox
n Balljoint front suspension
n This one has Spax dampers and re-chipped ECU
n Aftermarket upgrade cost: £350

G

rave-robbing or rebirth? The early1990s Rover Group had killed off
MG versions of the Metro, Maestro
and Montego and was working on a proper,
brand-new sports car due for launch in 1995
as the MGF. Meanwhile the embers still
needed to be stoked, and BL Heritage was
doing a very nice line in brand new
replacement MGB bodyshells.
Why not create a new MGB roadster, and
power it with the V8 engine? Last time the
V8 had been GT-only (apart from a single
factory roadster that designer Don Hayter
still owns and drives), leaving the field clear
for V8 roadster conversions by specialist
companies. This time, knowing that a
roadster’s appeal could transcend the
whole idea’s obvious datedness, the Rover
Group knew what it had to do.
Of course, the legislative net had
tightened over the intervening two
decades, so for the RV8 (Roadster V8) to be
1993-compatible there had to be many
modifications. Buyers were less tolerant of
intensive maintenance and makeshift
design, too. So the bodyshell got a redesign,
with the former level waistline remodelled
into heavy-hipped rear haunches, the
wheelarches slightly blistered outwards and
the former late-model rubber bumpers
recreated in body colour with a slimmer,
neater form. The windscreen was deeper,
with its frame integrated into the body
structure. Doorskins and bootlid were the
only outer body panels left unchanged.
The suspension gained telescopic
dampers, kingpins gave way to upper and
lower balljoints and the V8 engine was in
fuel-injected, 3.9-litre, 190bhp form (hence
the bonnet’s power bulge, to clear the

Owner

Richard
Withington
Richard
chanced on
quite a find with
his RV8. ‘It had
been to Japan
and came back
with 600km on
the odometer. It
was almost like a new car, although it’s
done the equivalent of 6000 miles now.
I’m a big fan of Clive Wheatley too – the
Spax dampers came from him. It could
do with power steering, though. It’s the
main thing that stops it feeling modern.’
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This RV8 had been
to Japan and back...
clocking just 600km.

‘The styling has lost the B’s appealing purity, but
there’s a force to the RV8’s personality I hadn’t
quite expected. Don’t underestimate it’
plenum chamber), driving through a fivespeed gearbox. Inside, much leather and
wood luxed-up the cabin although the MGB
roots were still detectable.
Many RV8s went to Japan where they
gained air-conditioning fed by front vents,
while Euro-spec cars had spotlights.
I remember being underwhelmed by the
RV8 on its 1993 launch despite its claimed
5.9sec 0-60mph time. It was much livelier
than an original GT V8, of course, but there
was a scuttle-shaking sloppiness to the
structure absent from a regular old-school
open B. It just felt like a cynical dressing of
mutton as lamb. Almost two decades on,
we can’t view the RV8 as a new car which

didn’t cut the mustard. Time mellows our
perception, and now our heads file it under
‘classic’ along with the other Bs.
Apart from very heavy steering at
parking speeds (thanks the wider
205-section tyres for that) this RV8 is a very
enjoyable drive. An Optimax ECU chip from
V8 expert Clive Wheatley crisps up the
engine response, and the fact that this car
has travelled just 6000 miles from new
helps its feeling of integrity.
To my eyes the styling has lost the B’s
appealing purity and the interior panders
too much to the sybarite, but there’s a force
to the RV8’s personality I hadn’t quite
expected. Don’t underestimate it.
➽
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MGB GT V8
Sebring

Frontline MGB
GT LE50

tech specs

tech specs

n 4.0-litre V8 with 248bhp
n Jaguar all-independent suspension
n 18in wheels with 245/45 tyres
n In-car variable power steering
n Flared-arch look of Sebring race cars
n Bellowing exhaust note
n Aftermarket upgrade cost: £20k

n Newly built on Heritage shell
n Mazda 2.0-litre, 212bhp engine
n Omex management, 7800rpm limit
n Avo coilovers all round, five-link rear axle
n Power steering, balljoint front suspension
n Claimed 160mph, 5.1sec to 60, fabulous
refinement
n Cost: £50,000+

F

orce? Personality? V8? Drop them
all into a supersizing machine, add
a bit of cartoon to the idea of a
replica MGB GT Sebring-spec racing car, and
you have the monster you see here.
It’s the brainchild of Nick Smallwood, who
bought himself a computerised suspensiondesign program on the internet to help him
get this beast to work. Have you ever seen
an MGB with 18in wheels before? You have
now, and they’re shod with 45/45 tyres
which fill every cubic inch of space under
the bulging arches which, unlike the bolted
and riveted aluminium originals or the usual
glassfibre replicas, are formed of steel and
are an integral, welded part of the wings.
The biggest departure from usual MGBness is the suspension, which has a strong
Jaguar flavour. It’s the usual independent
rear end with two pairs of coilover dampers
(Gaz in this case), with an XJ6 front end
(original, not XJ40) mounted on the modified
MG subframe so Nick could use the same
wheel-stud patterns all round. Front brakes
are XKR items by Brembo.
‘I finally got the geometry right last week,’
says Nick. ‘When I first tried to drive it, it
nearly killed me. Among other things I had
the wrong castor at the front, so it would go
over centre when I braked hard and pitch
the car into a spin. And I’ve finally got zero
bump-steer under compression.’
Nick understands suspension more than
many of us. Time to point the beast up
Bruntingthorpe’s runway and hope it doesn’t
try to kill me, too. First there’s the engine to
fire up, based on the 4.0-litre unit from a
mid-Nineties Range Rover HSE.
With a 10.5-to-one compression ratio and
a Piper 285 camshaft, the DTA electronic
engine management (and its two sequential
throttles fed by a pair of 47mm trumpets)
make the power potent. RV8-type manifolds
running through holes in the inner wings
help make a healthy 248bhp with 278lb ft
of torque. That’s not an earth-shaking
output, but it will do here.
Actually, although the Sebring sounds
fierce it doesn’t feel it, partly because of
those big-diameter wheels and an overly
long-ratio diff’ to drive them. Together they
blunt the accelerative edge. But it lopes
along the straight with nonchalant ease,
causing my attention to be drawn more to
the steering. This uses a power-assisted
rack from a Peugeot 306, with assistance
alterable by a rotary knob on the dashboard.
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‘This is a beautifully
detailed car – sort the
steering and the
gearing and it’d
be a cracker’

With the assistance off there’s an unsettling
amount of steering kickback, which gets in
the way of feeling the background cornering
forces and suggests the geometry still isn’t
right. With it on full, the steering is
alarmingly finger-light and you have even
less notion of front-end grip, although
there’s plenty of that. Somewhere in

between is a workable compromise, but
natural the steering is not. By contrast the
tail-end is well behaved, happy to let you
steer by throttle as much as steering wheel
and reassuringly progressive in the power
oversteer that’s yours for the asking. This is
a beautifully detailed car – sort the steering
and the gearing and it’d be a cracker.

Owner
Nick Smallwood Aircraft pilot Nick is used to precision
engineering, and the Sebring shows his meticulous and
adventurous approach. ‘I bought the GT in 1988, parked it in
the garage to put some new sills on, and it didn’t move for
another 20 years. Then I decided to make it into this. I’d like
to mention my mates at Rustler Racing who did lots of the
engineering on the suspension plus all the machining and
one-off fabrication. They were brilliant.’

www.practicalclassics.co.uk

oes it work? Does it lose more than
it might gain? Is it still an MGB? The
cost of Frontline Developments’
LE50 would buy you a new Porsche Cayman
S and leave you some change. So what
exactly is going on here?
Well, this is effectively a brand-new car
handbuilt from scratch, so there’s a lot of
work involved. That it’s built around a new,
seam-welded Heritage shell is just the start.
To this base Frontline then applies what it
knows best. Open the bonnet, flawlessly
finished like the rest of this car in Aston
Martin California Sage Green paint, and you’ll
find a 2.0-litre, twin-cam, 16-valve engine
from a current Mazda MX-5 (oh, the irony).
It’s tuned by means of four 45mm throttle
bodies and an Omex engine-management
system to produce 212bhp, with the redline
at 7600rpm. Mazda also provides the sixspeed gearbox. Underneath are aluminium
front uprights and new wishbones, with
balljoints obviously. The rear suspension
retains its live axle but it’s located by pairs
of unequal-length trailing arms and a
Panhard rod. Springs and dampers are Avo
coilover units all round, built to Frontline’s
specifications with active foot valves,
designed to give a compliant ride over small
bumps but firm control of bigger body
movements – the damping Holy Grail.
Dunlop aluminium wheels give a hint of
Jaguar D-type to the looks, while the cabin
retains standard MGB architecture but
covers it in suede-look Alcantara (or leather
if you prefer, for your upgrade money).
Tim Fenna reckons the speedometer is
accurate, in which case I really did see
145mph on the straight with more still to
come. Frontline says 160mph and 5.1
seconds to 60mph are the numbers –
Cayman speed too, then – but you don’t
need to go there to discover that this is the
smoothest, keenest, most ballistic MGB
you’re ever likely to encounter.
It revs past the redline to the 7800rpm
limiter with such ease that you wonder if
there really are reciprocating masses under
the bonnet, but there are: Mazda machines
the crankshaft and connecting-rods from
billet steel and Teflon coats the forged
pistons. And the gearbox, predictably, is
a flick-switch delight. The whole car feels
utterly planted on the road, handling bumps
with disarming suppleness, feeling light,
taut, solid, unbreakable, refined… modern.

Owner
Tim Fenna (frontline) ‘The way the LE50 has been
designed, engineered and built puts some well-known makers
of specialist cars to shame. ‘The idea is to have OEM levels of
quality and durability,’ says the LE50’s mastermind Tim Fenna,
‘including the ability to work properly from minus 20oC to plus
40o. We’ve made one blunder, though – the heated windscreen
is drawing 42 amps. We’ll be making 51 cars – this is 00.’
It sounds magnificent, a crisp high-rev
howl providing a surreal soundtrack to the
familiar MGB-shaped view ahead, and it
steers and corners with such easy
progression and predictablity that you feel a
hero through every twist.
This is an astonishing car, developed to a
modern, big-name car manufacturer’s levels
of thoroughness and robustness by a small

company which doesn’t have to worry about
a big carmaker’s regulatory burden. The only
thing that betrays the design’s basic age is
the wind noise. If I had a spare £50k I’d have
an LE50 like a shot.
Far from being an overpriced folly which
a rational Porsche-fancier would laugh at
through his spritzer, it’s an MGB re-think of
epic intelligence. Bravo.
➽

‘If I had a spare £50k,
I’d have an LE50 like a shot’
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MGB GT6
tech specs

n Triumph 2.5-litre straight six
n Triumph overdrive gearbox
n Unknown alloy wheels
n Unknown history
n Energy-saving low oil pressure
n Promising if untrodden path
n Aftermarket upgrade cost: £500

T

oday’s test is no sepia-tinted
celebration of 50 years of B-series
engines, lever-arm dampers and
other primordial technology. It is a look
forward, not back. However, this B has more
ancient equipment than the rest with one
significant modification, its engine. Under
the bonnet sits a Triumph straight six.
Sam reckons it’s a bit of a ringer – its
Russet brown hue is one which didn’t make
the MG colour charts until the Seventies,
but most of the detailing looks fairly 1967
to me. Anyway, that owner, or perhaps
another one, decided to jumble some BL
genes and insert a Triumph 2.5-litre six and
matching overdrive gearbox.
It has a pair of SUs, although it might
have begun life with the Lucas fuel injection
that fed so many 2.5 units. Just to cement
the Triumph vibe, there’s a steering wheel
from the same source whose ample
diameter should prove useful given that this
MGB has the heaviest engine of all here.
This car is obviously a work in progress,
as regular readers will know, but it sounds
delicious, with a rich, smooth and
aristocratic straight-six blare redolent of
1950s sports-racing cars. It goes rather
well, too, better than the 106bhp officially
produced by a carburetted Triumph 2500S
suggests it should. So who knows what lies
within? Sam is in the process of finding out
– a process brought on by the gradual loss
of oil pressure as the MG headed past an
indicated, but certainly wildly inaccurate,
130mph on the Bruntingthorpe runway.
It handled quite nicely on the track’s mainly
right-handed bends, feeling a touch sloppy
but nicely progressive in old-MGB fashion.

This jumble of BL genes
has a Triumph 2.5.

‘The MGB and six-pot has the potential to work
very nicely indeed. Did someone just say MGC?

Owner

Sam Glover
‘I never
expected to
have an MGB
but I have
ended up with
this one,’ Sam
says with a
fatalistic look in
his eyes. ‘I might
up the compression ratio then LPG it
and use it as a daily hack. By the way,
it’s broken – it’s blown a damper and
the oil pressure’s disappearing. What,
you’ve just been driving it? Oh no….’
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It was less happy on the single left-hander,
thanks to the non-functioning of the right
front damper. Like I said, work in progress…
but the MGB and six-pot combination has
the potential to work very nicely indeed.
Did someone just say MGC? Point taken;
I’ve never driven one, but from what the
road tests used to say I have a hunch that
the Glover interpretation might just hang
together a bit better. Maybe BL should have
built it, but the reality is that it would have
been a complication an already struggling
company could do without.

So, which is the honey B?

I think you know the answer – it’s the LE50.
Perhaps that’s an unfair comparison given
a cost which would have bought you 50 of
Sam’s B GT6s if they existed. The GT V8 is
a lovely piece of living history, the RV8 is a
sleeper waiting for its much-deserved day.
Nick Smallwood’s Sebring evocation is one
of the most ambitious home-built projects
we’ve seen. But if I can’t have an LE50, a
simple early B-series roadster with the right
modifications would do me just fine. And the
MGOC’s 1964 test bed is exactly that car. n
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